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Features list

The Journal of International Security

January 2021

TCSM: Staying ahead of your rivals (Part one)
Mobile working and the growing security threat
Total asset readiness and why it matters
Stopping the spread of mobile phones in prison
Protecting places of worship
Watching brief: body worn cameras
Bridging the gap between cyber and governance, risk and compliance

February 2021

Security implications of Brexit
Covid-19 and what it means for global security
Shining a light on the Dark Web
TCSM: Staying ahead of your rivals (Part two)
The latest trends in data security
Advances in thermal imaging
Benefits of digital forensics

March 2021

CNI security explored
Automated security for airports
Stopping lone wolf attackers
Anti-drone technology
The growing security threat posed by China
Tactical communications in national incidents
The future of robotics and security to cyber security

April 2021

VIP protection
No entry: access control explained
Freight security
Training for hostile zones
Smart cities and how they affect security
Why women are needed in cyber security
Armoured car update

May 2021

Euro 2021 security
Protecting soft targets from attack
The new challenge to keep UK borders secure
Latest advances in IED detection
Growing importance of satellite surveillance
Handheld trace detection solutions
Data protection: why GDPR still matters

June 2021

Blast containment solutions
Drone update
RF Jammers in the spotlight
Underwater security and harbour protection
CCTV: the balance between security and privacy
Temporary perimeters for emergencies
Bollards and blockers: stopping vehicles in their tracks

July/Aug 2021

Festival security: keeping the public safe
Jihad: influencing and recruiting explored
University security
TSCM update
Protecting tourists in the UK
The changing face of facial recognition tech
Growth of importance of women in manned security

September 2021

CCTV and data protection: getting it right
IEDs: search and destroy
Protecting your organisation from hackers
Advances in thermal imaging
Stadium security
EOD robots: man’s best friend
Training security personnel

October 2021

Tactical entry developments
Track and trace: tracking apps for operatives in the field
The role of biometrics in security
Transport security and video surveillance
Airport security
CT kit round up
Nose for danger: animals and explosives detection

November/December 2021

Malware and how keeping company files secure
CBRN protective equipment update
See the invisible: the benefits of thermal imaging
Screening for personal electronics IEDs
Keeping the public safe in our cities
Preventing and detecting document fraud
Fake news: security implications of finding the truth
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